
 
 

Nevie-Pie Cakes 

Pretty cookie/Mother’s day cookie 
 

Equipment list; 

 Cookies covered with pale pink fondant cut into heart shapes roughly 8cm wide x 

8cm high 

 Sugarflair colours; 

1. Pink 

2. Baby pink 

3. Claret 

4. Gooseberry 

5. Superwhite powder 

6. Yellow 

 Proarte Prolene series 101 brushes size 4 and 0 

 Cooled boiled in a glass or jar 

 An artist’s palette 

 Kitchen roll 

 Tracing paper 

 Non-toxic pencil 

Method; 

1. When you roll out the fondant to cover the cookie, do not use Trex or shortening 

(vegetable fat), this will leave a greasy film on the fondant making it harder to paint 

onto. You can use a thin sprinkling of corn flour, icing sugar or the mat method to roll 

out the fondant, wipe any excess cornflour off with some clean kitchen roll. 

2. After covering leave the cookies overnight so that the fondant hardens. 



 

 

 
 

3. Trace the design onto the cookie with the tracing paper. Make sure that the pencil 

you use is just a graphite pencil and non-toxic. Of course you can paint the design 

onto the cookie freehand (with no outlines) or you can paint the outline of the design 

with watered-down paint, I would use a pink colour. Be very careful not to lean too 

hard on the fondant or you will make bumps in the surface 

 

4. Use boiled water to paint with. If you find that the paint looks very blobby and shiny 

after application then you are probably using too much water. Scrape excess water 

off the paintbrush on the side of the water pot before applying the paint to the cookie, 

or dab the brush onto a piece of kitchen roll. If you still find that your paint is too wet 

switch to alcohol (such as vodka) to paint with, as this will evaporate more quickly. 

 



 

 
 

5. Start painting with watered down baby pink (no.1) and the size 4 brush, paint the 

centre flower, but leave areas on the tips of the petals unpainted. Use this same 

colour to paint the decorative features at the top of the design. Use watered down 

pink (no. 2) to paint the rose and the flower on the right and one bunch of the smaller 

flowers. Remember to leave the centre of all the five-petaled flowers free from paint, 

if you don’t, you will find it hard to add the centre. Paint the remaining flowers with 

watered down claret (no.3). Use watered down gooseberry (no.4) to paint the leaves, 

again leave an area of each leaf unpainted to represent the light hitting the leaf. 

                

6. Use neat baby pink (no.1) to add shading to the centre flower. Paint the shadows at 

the centre edge of the petals and in the centre of the flower. Add a few strokes of the 

neat baby pink to the decorative feature. Use neat pink (no.2) to add shading to the 

rose, again just in the centre of the flower, make sure you leave some of the original 



colour showing, this will give the impression of layers of petals. Add some of this 

colour to the larger five-petaled flower on the right, paint the shading at the centre 

point of the petals, use the neat pink to add shading to the small bunch of flowers on 

the left, just add this colour to two or three petals and leave the other petals with the 

lighter colours. Use neat claret (no. 3) to add shading to the rest of the flowers in a 

similar fashion. With neat gooseberry (no.4) add a little shading on the leaves, make 

sure that any mark you make on the leaves mirrors the direction that the veins would 

grow. 

 

 
7. Mix up the superwhite with some water. If you mix it to a thin consistency you will not 

be able to see it when it is painted. If it is too thick you may find it hard to paint with. If 

you are having problems painting it onto the fondant then try re-mixing it. You only 

need to use this colour very sparingly as a highlight colour. If you add too much it will 

deaden the tones. Add some neat yellow in the centre of the five petaled flowers, for 

the larger flowers add a semi-circle of colour to one side of the centre, leave an 

unpainted gap. 

 



 
8. Finish by painting neat claret as an outline. You may find it easier to use the size 0 

brush for this. The painting will have more life and a vibrant quality if you include 

breaks in the outline, the small flowers and leaves are too small to outline. Add some 

of the neat claret to the centre of the rose. 

 
9. You can add a message to the cookie if you wish, obviously if you want to do this 

don’t paint the line detail in the decorations. If you are nervous about free-hand 

painting the letters you can pencil them in first. 

10. Any pencil marks or accidental paint marks that you may have made can be washed 

out with your paint brush and clean water, then just dab any excess water off with 

some clean kitchen roll 

11. Leave the cookies overnight to let the paint dry. 

12. If you wish to package the cookies and you find that there are still wet or tacky areas 

then just dab these dry with some clean kitchen 
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